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Abstract
Some basic issues in the statistical mechanics of learning from examples are reviewed. The
approach of statistical physics is contrasted with the analysis of learning within the framework
of mathematical statistics and the question of the algorithmic complexity of explicit learning pre-
scriptions is addressed. Even in very simple learning scenarios, the typical properties of which
can be analyzed in great quantitative detail by methods from statistical mechanics, the determi-
nation of a suitable hypothesis approximating the target rule may be an NP-complete problem.
Some special learning setups are suggested as model systems for the comparison between the
approaches of statistical mechanics and computer science to the theory of computationally hard
problems. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Learning from examples in arti$cial systems is interesting for several reasons. The
ability to discern a rule behind a set of examples generated from this rule is widely
believed to be a sign of intelligence. This is exempli$ed by the large variety of tasks of
this type used in standard IQ-tests, including those in which one has to group objects
into classes or to detect outliers in given sets of objects. Understanding the abilities
and limitations of arti$cial systems in performing on similar tasks will contribute to
an improved understanding of what intelligence might be or mean. Moreover, learn-
ing from examples is an interesting alternative to standard programming in situations
where algorithmic prescriptions are di9cult to $nd. A simple example is the sorting
of passport photographs according to whether the person shown is male or female.
Although every human performs on this tasks extraordinarily well no one seems to be
able to write a computer program solving the problem. This situation is quite typical
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for many complex problems in pattern recognition. It is then an extremely appealing
idea to instruct the computer by means of supervised learning sessions using examples.
The classi$cation of elements of an input space I is particularly well suited for the
mathematical analysis of simple learning problems. The general setup involves besides
the input space itself a target rule T which is one particular mapping of the input space
into the set of classes and a hypothesis space F comprising the available mappings
f used to approximate the target T . Learning from examples now means that on the
basis of classi$cations determined by the target rule for the elements of a subset T
of I, the so-called training set, one selects an element of F and evaluates how well
this element approximates T on the complete input space. The performance can be
quantitatively characterized by the generalization error  de$ned as the probability of
disagreement between hypothesis and target on a randomly chosen element of I. In
somewhat more general settings one de$nes a probability measure over F which is
modi$ed on the basis of the information conveyed by the elements of the training set.
Deciding on the basis of a small training set which hypothesis might perform well
on the complete input set is of course closely linked to one of the standard problems
in statistics namely the convergence of frequencies to probabilities. It is therefore not
surprising that pertinent contributions towards a theoretical understanding of learning
have originated from investigations in mathematical statistics starting in the sixties with
the works of Cover, Vapnik and Sauer. Very often the results are expressed in form of
bounds derived by considering extreme situations, usually worst cases. Little is known
in general about how tight these bounds are in concrete situations.
In the last ten years investigations in the statistical physics community have sig-
ni$cantly contributed to an improved understanding of learning from examples. Quite
complementary to statistics the methods of statistical mechanics allow to derive precise
results for the typical, i.e. most probable behaviour in an appropriately de$ned ther-
modynamic limit corresponding in most of the examples studied to a large dimension
of the input space. The relation between results obtained in statistics and statistical
mechanics is rather similar to the analogous relation between the characterization of
NP-complete problems in computer science and statistical physics.
Many results of both statistics and statistical mechanics just indicate the existence
of a solution and leave open the problem of how to explicitly $nd the best hypothesis.
It has soon been realized that explicit learning even in simple neural network models
may already be computationally hard. With the recently collected statistical mechanics
expertise on learning in neural networks one may hope to gain also new insights into
the role of statistical mechanics for the analysis of problems in algorithmic complexity.
Moreover in the neural network community there is a serious demand for good learn-
ing algorithms. In particular in the case of hard learning problems it seems promising
to use some of the empirical algorithms that have been developed for NP-complete
problems.
The purpose of the present article is to give a short introduction to the $eld of
statistical mechanics of learning in arti$cial neural networks and to discuss in partic-
ular those points which may be of relevance for the investigation of computationally
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hard problems. To this end, in Section 2, we will introduce models of neural networks
amenable to a quantitative analysis within the framework of statistical mechanics and
specialize the general setup of learning from examples to these systems. Section 3 con-
tains a short discussion of a very simple example showing that learning from examples
is possible at all and that it may be surprisingly eCective. Sections 4 and 5 review
some basic notions and results of learning theory in statistics and statistical mechan-
ics respectively. Section 6 discusses their relation and attempts to bring the diCerent
approaches nearer to each other. Section 7 contains some discussion of learning sce-
narios of diCerent computational complexity together with their respective features in
the statistical mechanics treatment. Finally, Section 8 gives some concluding remarks.
2. Networks of formal neurons
The statistical mechanics of learning has been developed primarily for networks
of so-called formal neurons. The aim of these networks is to model some of the
information processing abilities of biological neural networks on the basis of arti$cial
systems with a similar architecture. Formal neurons, the microscopic building blocks of
these arti$cial neural networks, were introduced more than 50 years ago by McCulloch
and Pitts [12] as extremely simpli$ed models of their biological counterparts. They are
bistable linear threshold elements which are either active or passive, to be denoted in
the following by a binary variable S =± 1. The state Si of a given neuron i changes
with time because of the signals it receives through its synaptic couplings Jij from
sensory inputs or other neurons j.
More precisely, neuron i sums up the incoming activity of all the other neurons
weighted by the corresponding synaptic coupling strengths to yield the post-synaptic
potential
∑
j JijSj and compares the result with a threshold i speci$c to neuron i. If
the post-synaptic potential exceeds the threshold, the neuron will be active in the next
time step, otherwise it will be passive:
Si(t + 1) = sgn
(∑
j
JijSj(t)− i
)
; (1)
where the sign-function is de$ned by sgn(x)= 1 if x¿0 and sgn(x)=− 1 otherwise.
The McCulloch–Pitts neuron is of course an extreme oversimpli$cation of its bio-
logical prototype. However, emphasis in statistical mechanics of neural networks is on
issues complementary to those of neurophysiology. Instead of focusing on the single
neuron, the main objectives are the collective properties that emerge in large assem-
blies of neurons. Previous experience with complex physical systems such as magnets,
liquid crystals and superIuids has shown that often these collective properties are sur-
prisingly insensitive to many of the microscopic details and thus the use of extremely
simpli$ed models for the constituents is often appropriate to describe the macroscopic
properties of the system.
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Fig. 1. DiCerent types of networks of formal neurons. (a) general architecture, (b) fully connected attractor
neural network, (c) feed-forward network with one hidden layer, (d) single layer perceptron.
There are very many diCerent ways to combine a large number of formal neurons
into an arti$cial neural network, cf. Fig. 1. For the present purpose of studying learning
from examples the so-called feed-forward architecture is suited best. In this case the
neurons may be grouped into layers and neurons in layer l receive inputs only from
neurons in the preceding layer l− 1 and send outputs only to neurons in layer l+ 1.
Starting with a stimulus at the $rst, the input layer, dynamics (1) generates via internal
representations in the successive hidden layers and produces an output at the $nal layer.
Networks of this type with just one hidden layer containing a su9ciently large number
of elements have been shown to be able to perform all possible classi$cation of the
inputs [3, 4]. On the other hand, their simple dynamics without feed-back loops makes
a rather detailed mathematical analysis of the learning abilities possible. In particular
the simplest feed-forward neural network, the perceptron consisting of an input layer
made of N formal neurons Si and a single output unit  connected with all inputs via
couplings J= {J1; : : : ; JN} has been studied with respect to various learning properties.
Despite its obvious limitations [15] it forms a very instructive example for a simple
device able to learn from examples.
For the perceptron the input space I consists of all the 2N binary strings {S1; : : : ; SN}
with Si =± 1; i=1; : : : ; N . The classi$cation performed is binary since =± 1 are the
only possible outputs. The hypothesis space F comprises the diCerent possible coupling
vectors J. Two special choices are of particular importance. The so-called spherical
perceptron is de$ned by a real coupling vector with J 2 :=
∑
i J
2
i =N . Note that due
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to the sign function in (1) the length of the coupling vector J has no inIuence on
the classi$cation performed such that the normalization to a sphere does not restrict
the diversity of implementable classi$cations. The second choice restricts the values of
the couplings to Ji =± 1 and is called the Ising perceptron because of the similarity
with spin variables used in simple statistical physics models of magnetic materials.
Avoiding a prescription of the couplings strengths with in$nite precision the Ising
perceptron has clear advantages for practical implementation. Note that also the Ising
perceptron ful$lls the normalization J 2 =N .
Quite generally in a learning problem the target rule T may or may not belong to
the hypothesis space F. In the $rst case the problem is said to be realizable and
one may hope to approximate the rule after su9ciently long learning to any desired
accuracy. In the second case it is usually possible only to realize an approximation to
the target rule with the generalization error remaining above a non-zero residual error.
The problem is then referred to as unrealizable. For simplicity we will concentrate
on the realizable case. It is then convenient to think of the target rule T as being
represented by a teacher perceptron speci$ed by a coupling vector T. The aim of the
student perceptron J is then to approximate the teacher as well as possible. Explicit
programming would correspond to simply setting Ji =Ti for all i=1; : : : ; N . However,
this information is not available in a scenario of learning from examples. Instead, the
student has to use the classi$cations T provided by the teacher for the inputs ^ of
the training set in order to build up some correlation with the vector T.
The training set T is usually compiled by selecting inputs independently at random
according to some probability measure over the input space. Similarly to the couplings
also the inputs may be normalized without loss of generality to the N -dimensional
sphere with radius
√
N . Learning proceeds by an adaptation of the couplings Ji of
the student network. In a realizable problem it is usually advisable to try to perform
perfectly on the training set, i.e. to reproduce all the classi$cations of the teacher. The
success of learning is then quanti$ed by the generalization error giving the probability
that teacher and student disagree on a new example. This new example is again drawn
at random from the input space and it is sensible to employ the same probability
measure as was used for the compilation of the training set. 1
3. A simple example
The best way to introduce learning from examples is of course by giving an example.
Let us then consider the problem to rank integers between 0 and 1023. To this end,
we would like to use a perceptron with 20 inputs and require the output to be +1
whenever the integer represented by the left 10 bits is larger than the one represented
by the right ten bits and −1 in the opposite case. 2 Clearly the target rule corresponds
1 It is unfair to receive a test on reading Chinese after following classes on Italian.
2 For simplicity we ignore for the moment the possibility of both numbers being equal.
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to the coupling vector
Ti = 210−i if i = 1; : : : ; 10;
Ti = −Ti−10 if i = 11; : : : ; 20: (2)
When calculating the output according to
T = sgn
(
20∑
i=1
TiSi
)
; (3)
it gives the largest emphasis in the post-synaptic potential to the contributions coming
from S1 and S11 as it should. On the other hand, if these two input bits coincide their
joint contribution to the sum in (3) is zero thereby leaving the decision to the next
bits in the two sub$elds of the input.
The problem considered is simple enough to $nd the right answer by inspection. It
is nevertheless interesting to instruct the student perceptron J in a learning session.
To this end we initialize the components of J at random, randomly select from the
220∼ 106 diCerent input strings a subset of size p and modify the coupling vector J in
such a way that all outputs of J for the input examples in this training set are identical
to the target outputs. Several learning rules have been developed in the theory of neural
networks to accomplish this aim. For simplicity let us assume that we determine the
set of all compatible student vectors, the so called version space, and select one J-
vector from this space at random with constant probability density. This prescription
is called (zero-temperature) Gibbs learning and forms a convenient starting point for
an analytical investigation of the learning process [6].
Fig. 2 shows results of numerical simulations along these lines. Since the training
set is compiled at random it may happen that some realizations convey very little
information about the target rule. The generalization error was therefore averaged over
several realizations of the training set.
The general behaviour is as expected. For p=0 the network has no information
at all about the target rule. By chance half of the examples are classi$ed correctly,
=0:5, which is the known success rate for just guessing a binary outcome. With
increasing p the generalization error decreases monotonically and for p→∞ it must,
of course, vanish. However, the surprising fact is that the generalization error becomes
rather small already for p of the order of a few hundred, which is much less than the
total number of diCerent input vectors. In other words, the network is able to generalize
rather well in the sense that it can approximate the desired rule on the basis of a very
limited set of examples.
At $rst sight it may seem somewhat enigmatic that a system as simple as the per-
ceptron should be “intelligent enough” to decipher a rule behind examples. Part of the
explanation is in fact that the perceptron is su9ciently “dumb”: being able to implement
a rather restricted set of mappings between input and output only, it is comparatively
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Fig. 2. Simulation results (circles) for the generalization error of a perceptron learning from examples to
rank dual numbers. The results are averaged over 1000 realizations of the training set, the statistical error is
smaller than the symbol size. The full line gives the result of the analytical calculation within the framework
of statistical mechanics, the dashed line that of a simple approximation.
easy to select the proper mapping on the basis of examples. We will see below how
this rather qualitative statement can be made more precise.
To get a more concrete idea of how the perceptron proceeds in the above problem,
it is instructive to look at the evolution of the couplings Ji as a function of the training
set size p in one particular realization of the simulations. One then realizes that the
relation between the most important couplings J1; J2; J3; J11; J12; J13 is $xed $rst. This
is because they decide about the output for the large majority of input patterns, both in
the training and in the complete set. Considering that correct values for J1; J2; J3; J11; J12
and J13 yield a correct output for 15=16 of all patterns already, one understands how
the initial e9ciency of the learning process is achieved. By the same token, one expects
that inputs which give information about the couplings J9; J10; J19 and J20 are rare, with
a rather slow asymptotic decay of the generalization error to zero as a result.
The simple example considered above shows that learning from examples is indeed
possible, might be surprisingly eCective and can be described rather accurately by sta-
tistical mechanics. Other striking demonstrations of learning from examples in arti$cial
neural networks include the addition of integers [21] and the ability to read English
text aloud [23].
4. The point of view of statistics
Let us quantify the performance of the student on the training set by the training
error t denoting the fraction of disagreements between student and teacher output on
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inputs of the training set. Since we have control over the training error by appropriately
choosing the vector J (in a realizable situation we may even achieve t = 0), a system
will be able to learn from examples if the diCerence between training and generalization
error is bounded. More precisely, the dependence on the training set size p of the
probability
P = Prob (|t − |¿ ) (4)
for the deviation between  and t being larger than a given threshold  may serve
as a measure for the generalization ability of the system. This is the framework of
probably almost correct (PAC) learning [26] in which two accuracy parameters are
introduced. A tolerance , since usually only an approximation to the target rule can
be realized and a con$dence P guarding against crazy realizations of the training set.
In order to derive explicit expressions for P and  as functions of p one may hope to
employ the HoeCding inequality. In fact if the training set were a test set of examples
statistically independent of the hypothesis J under consideration the frequency of error
t would approach the corresponding probability  according to [10]
Prob (|t − |¿ )6 2e−2p2 : (5)
However, the training set is not an independent test set since it is used to select the
student vector J. A possible way to nevertheless bound the deviation between training
and generalization error is then to construct a uniform bound over the whole hypothesis
space F by focusing on the worst-case situation described by
Prob
(
max
f∈F
|t(f)− (f)|¿ 
)
: (6)
It is not di9cult to derive a bound for this probability from the HoeCding-inequality
(5) if the cardinality |F| of the hypothesis space F is $nite. This would, e.g. be the
case if F is de$ned as the set of all classi$cations which may be performed by an
Ising perceptron with N inputs in which case we have |F|=2N . Since maxf∈F |t(f)−
(f)|¿ if |t(f)−(f)|¿ for at least one f and the probability for the occurrence of
a union of events is smaller or equal to the sum of the probabilities for the occurrence
of the individual events we $nd
Prob
(
max
f∈F
|t(f)− (f)|¿ 
)
6 2|F|e−2p2 : (7)
The important observation by Sauer and Vapnik and Chervonenkis is that even if |F|
is in$nite the classi7cation diversity of the class may well be $nite. In order to show
this we consider the growth function
(p) = max
{^}
({^}) (8)
giving the maximum number of diCerent classi$cations which may be induced by
the functions f∈F on p examples. The central result known as the Sauer lemma
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states that for every hypothesis space F there is an integer dVC called its Vapnik–
Chervonenkis dimension (which may be in$nite) such that
(p)


= 2p for p6 dVC;
6
dVC∑
l=0
(
p
l
)
for p¿ dVC:
(9)
This result states that for p¿dVC the number of diCerent implementable classi$cations
no longer grows exponentially with p but according to the much slower power law
pdVC .
The growth function can then be shown to play the role of the cardinality of the
hypothesis space and (7) gets replaced by
Prob
(
max
f∈F
|t(f)− (f)|¿ 
)
6 C(2p)e−2p
2
; (10)
where C is a known constant. This is the famous Vapnik–Chervonenkis theorem [27].
Since (2p) only grows like a power of p for p&dVC it states that the probability
for a given deviation between learning and generalization error tends uniformly to zero
for large training set sizes p. As a rule of the thumb one may expect that learning
from examples sets in if p exceeds the VC-dimension of the hypothesis space. This
is reasonable since for p¡dVC all classi$cations of p examples may be implemented
by the elements of F and hence it is not necessary to build up correlations with the
target rule in order to perform well on the training set.
In the case of a learnable problem we may achieve t = 0 and as stated above it
is usually advisable to do so in order to get good generalization. We may then be
interested to bound the probability
Prob
(
max
f∈F|t (f)=0
(f) ¿ 
)
(11)
that the generalization error of the worst student in the version space is larger than .
Using similar ideas as in the original VC-proof one may show [20] that
Prob
(
max
f∈F|t (f)=0
(f) ¿ 
)
6 4(2p)2−p: (12)
Note the important improvement over (10) with the replacement of 2 by  in the
exponent.
The meaning of the VC-theorem becomes particularly apparent when considering the
thermodynamic limit dVC→∞; p→∞ with the ratio =p=dVC kept constant. From
(12) and (9) one then $nds
Prob
(
max
f∈F|t (f)=0
(f) ¿ 
)
6 exp(dVC[1 + ln(2)−  ln 2]); (13)
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implying that for dVC→∞ there is a sharp threshold
VC =
1 + ln(2)
 ln 2
(14)
for the generalization error . In fact according to (13) values ¿VC will have zero
probability for dVC→∞.
5. The statistical mechanics perspective
Within statistical mechanics one tries to determine the typical learning behaviour
for a special setup exactly rather than to bound the general worst case. To this end,
one $rst de$nes the input and hypothesis space, e.g. by considering arti$cial neural
networks with a given architecture. A target rule is then drawn at random from the
hypothesis space and the performance of the student when learning from a randomly
compiled training set is studied. Depending on both the target rule and the realization
of the training set the generalization error is a random quantity. Since its complete
probability distribution is far too di9cult to calculate, we try to characterize the most
probable behaviour. The rational behind this is that methods of statistical mechanics
are inevitably linked with the thermodynamic limit in which the number of degrees
of freedom tends to in$nity. It turns out that in this limit the probability distributions
for some relevant quantities, which are called self-averaging, get sharply peaked in
the sense that the relative Iuctuations tend to zero. This implies that in the thermo-
dynamic limit these quantities take on their most probable values with probability 1.
The aim of a statistical mechanics analysis of a learning problem is hence to identify
the self-averaging quantities and to determine their typical behaviour, occurring in the
thermodynamic limit for almost all realizations of the target rule and the training set.
In order to elucidate this approach let us consider again the simple case of a stu-
dent perceptron J learning from examples labeled by a teacher perceptron T. We $rst
discuss the case in which both perceptrons have continuous couplings with spherical
normalization J2 =N and T2 =N . Assuming that the inputs S are drawn at random
from an isotropic distribution in the input space one easily $nds for the generalization
error
 = 〈〈((TS)(−JS))〉〉 = 1

arccos R; (15)
where we used the Heaviside function de$ned by (x)= 1 for x ¿ 0 and (x)= 0 else
and denoted the average over S by the double angle. Moreover we have introduced
the so-called overlap R between teacher and student vector by
R =
TJ
|T| |J| =
1
N
∑
i
TiJi: (16)
The geometric origin of (15) is clari$ed in Fig. 3.
The decay of the generalization error with increasing training set size in Gibbs
learning is due to the shrinkage of the version space: More and more hypotheses J are
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Fig. 3. Projection of the input space to the plane spanned by the coupling vectors of teacher and student.
Inputs with projection in the shaded region are classi$ed wrongly by the student.
rejected because they are inconsistent with the labelling of the examples in the training
set. If we were able to quantify the “survival chance” of a coupling when presenting a
new example, we could hope to infer the average behaviour of the generalization error
as training proceeds.
This is indeed possible if we group the couplings into classes with respect to their
overlap with the teacher. For all couplings J with overlap R de$ned in (16), the
chance of producing the same output as the teacher on a randomly chosen input is
1− (arccos R)==1−  by the very de$nition of the generalization error . Let 0()
be the volume of coupling vectors J with overlap R= cos() before training has
taken place. In view of the spherical constraint J2 =N it is the volume of an (N − 1)-
dimensional sphere with radius
√
N sin(). Since the examples are assumed to be
independent, and each example will reduce the version space volume on average by a
factor 1− , we conclude that the average volume p() of compatible students with
generalization error  after presentation of p training examples is given by
p() = 0()(1− )p: (17)
In the present problem the degrees of freedom are the adaptable weights of the stu-
dent perceptron and their number is hence equal to the dimension of the input space.
Considering then the thermodynamic limit N→∞ we $nd to leading order
0() ∼ exp
{
N
2
[1 + ln 2+ ln sin2()]
}
: (18)
In order to $nd non-trivial learning behaviour in a system with a divergent number of
adaptable weights it is sensible to also scale the training set size accordingly. Setting
therefore p= N we obtain from (17) and (18)
N () ∼ exp{N [ 12 (1 + ln 2) + 12 ln sin2() +  ln(1− )]}: (19)
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Fig. 4. Expression in the square brackets of (19) as a function of  for =0; 1; 2; 3; 4 and 5 (from top to
bottom).
The expression in the square brackets is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of  for several
values of .
Due to the diverging prefactor N in the exponent in (19) the contributions to the
total version space volume corresponding to diCerent values of  are very diCerent
from each other. In particular we realize that by choosing a student vector at random
from the version space we will, for large N , with overwhelming probability pick one
with the value of  that maximizes the function shown in Fig. 4. All other values
of  are realized by coupling vectors being exponentially rare. We therefore expect
that the generalization error is, in the large N limit, given by
() = argmax [ 12 ln sin
2() +  ln(1− )]: (20)
For =0 the maximum of N occurs at =0:5 corresponding to students “orthogonal”
to the teacher. Clearly, without any further information, all the choices of J are equally
probable, and those students which perform random guessing exponentially dominate in
number over all the others. During the learning process, this eCect is counterbalanced
by a contribution incorporating information coming from the training set. In the present
case of Gibbs learning this is the term  ln(1− ) in (19). For large training sets the
generalization error becomes small and, as expected, we $nd → 0 for →∞.
The analysis presented above is called the annealed approximation because of its
similarity with an approximate method to calculate the free energy of a disordered
solid. Although being rather simple it shows some of the general characteristics of the
statistical mechanics method. In particular, it highlights how the probability distributions
for relevant quantities as the generalization error or, equivalently, the overlap R get
sharply peaked at certain deterministic values in the thermodynamic limit N→∞.
However, the results obtained are quantitatively not very accurate. We have included
the value of () according to (20) as dashed line in Fig. 2. Although the general
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qualitative behaviour is correctly captured there are signi$cant deviations from the
simulation results.
The reason for this quantitative failure is that the central quantity considered, namely
the volume of the version space is not self-averaging. As a result the typical volume
of the version space, i.e. the one occurring with probability 1 in the thermodynamic
limit, is rather diCerent from the average volume, which was calculated above.
From the experience gained in the statistical mechanics of disordered systems and
numerical simulations it was inferred that instead of p its logarithm called the entropy
S = lnp is self-averaging [7]. This basic result was proven rigorously recently [25]. It
implies that by calculating the so-called quenched average being de$ned as the average
of the logarithm of the version space volume one may characterize the typical learning
behaviour in the thermodynamic limit.
The average of lnp is much harder to calculate than the one of p. The so far most
successful method to perform it, which is however far from mathematically rigorous is
the so-called replica trick. Its application to various learning problems is discussed in
detail in [6]. Omitting here all details we just note that it gives rise to an expression
for the typical value of N of form (19) resulting again in an extremization problem
similar to (20). Explicitly one $nds for the entropy per coupling
s() := lim
N→∞
1
N
〈〈ln N 〉〉
∼ max
R
[
1
2
ln(1− R) + R
2
+
∫
dt√

e−t
2
erfc
(√
R
1− Rt
)
ln
1
2
erfc
(√
R
1− Rt
)]
;
(21)
where erfc(x) is the complementary error function and R denotes again the overlap
between teacher and student. The extremum condition gives rise to an equation for R
of the form
R√
1− R =
2
3=2
∫
dt
e−t
2(1+R)
erfc(
√
Rt)
: (22)
Solving this equation numerically and using (15) the results shown in Fig. 5 are
obtained.
The dependence () is included as the full line in Fig. 2. It describes the simulation
results rather accurately. The remaining small deviations are due to the diCerent values
of N used: The simulation was done for N =20 whereas the analytical calculation
rests on the limit N→∞. We hence observe that the results obtained within statistical
mechanics by using the thermodynamic limit often describe the behaviour of systems
with $nite (and maybe rather small) N quite well.
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Fig. 5. Results for the teacher-student overlap R (dashed) and the generalization error  (full) as functions
of the training set size . The inset shows the decrease of the entropy per coupling with increasing  as
given by (21). The dotted line displays the behaviour of the information gain OI discussed in Section 6.
It is instructive to compare the learning behaviour of the spherical perceptron as
given in Fig. 5 with that of an Ising perceptron. Again we will only consider the
learnable scenario of an Ising student learning from an Ising teacher. The statistical
mechanics analysis diCers from the one done for the spherical perceptron only in what
is called the entropic part counting the number of diCerent possibilities to realize an
overlap R between teacher and student. The result is now (compare with (21))
s() ∼ max
R; Rˆ
[
− Rˆ
2
(R+ 1) +
∫
dz√
2
e−z
2=2 ln cosh(
√
Rˆz + Rˆ)
+ 
∫
dt√

e−t
2
erfc
(√
R
1− Rt
)
ln
1
2
erfc
(√
R
1− Rt
)]
; (23)
giving rise to two extremum conditions $xing the parameters R and Rˆ of the form
R =
∫
dz√
2
e−z
2=2 tanh(
√
Rˆz + Rˆ); (24)
Rˆ
√
1− R = 2
3=2
∫
dt
e−t
2(1+R)
erfc(
√
Rt)
: (25)
The generalization behaviour resulting from a numerical solution of these equations
is displayed in Fig. 6. The main diCerence to the spherical case is a discontinuous
transition to perfect generalization characterized by R=1 and correspondingly =0 at
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Fig. 6. Generalization error (thick line) and quenched entropy (thin line) as a function of the training set
size  for an Ising student perceptron learning a classi$cation provided by an Ising teacher. The dashed
parts of the lines correspond to unstable solutions. The inset shows the quenched entropy as a function of
the teacher-student overlap R for =1:2; d = 1:245; and =1:3 (from top to bottom).
d ∼ 1:245. If a large Ising perceptron classi$es 1:245N random inputs in the same way
as a teacher perceptron of the same architecture it will thus do so (with probability 1)
for all the 2N possible inputs! The mathematical reason for this remarkable phenomenon
is that the solution of Eqs. (24) and (25) does not always give the maximum of the
entropy. As is clearly seen in the inset of Fig. 6 the maximum of the entropy occurs
for ¿d at R=1. In terms of statistical mechanics this is a quite familiar behaviour
known from phase transitions of $rst order. It is one of the advantages of statistical
mechanics that it is able to describe such discontinuous, “Eureka”-like transitions in
learning problems in a natural way.
Discontinuous learning of the type described above is as a rule always present when
at least some of the adjustable parameters are of a discrete nature. It is to be empha-
sized, however, that these discontinuous transitions are not at all a trivial consequence
of the discrete nature of the phase space. There is, of course, a minimal step size 2=N
for changes of the overlap between two Ising vectors J and T, but it tends to zero for
N→∞. The discontinuous jump of the teacher student overlap from R∼ 0:695 to 1 in
the Ising scenario has a rather diCerent reason. The clue is that there are extremely few
coupling vectors with an overlap R close to one, and in fact so few of them that they
are eliminated in the early stages of the learning process. Therefore, a band of negative
entropy quickly develops around R=1 (cf. the inset of Fig. 6) and the transition takes
place when this band merges with the negative entropy band developing around R=0.
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6. Bridging the gap
Similar to the situation in the theory of NP-complete problems the perspectives
of statistical mechanics and mathematical statistics on the problem of learning from
examples in arti$cial systems are rather diCerent from each other. In order to make
contact between the results obtained within the diCerent approaches bounds for the
typical (instead of the worst case) behaviour have been established with the help of
statistics methods and partial worst-case scenarios have been analyzed in statistical
mechanics.
As an example for the $rst kind of attempts to bridge the gap between statistical
mechanics and mathematical statistics, we discuss an upper bound for the generalization
error of the typical student derived from the VC-theory [9].
Consider the version space after the presentation of p examples. A new, randomly
chosen example divides the version space into two parts with relative probability mea-
sure P and 1− P, respectively, corresponding to the two possible classi$cation of this
example (cf. Fig. 7). The typical generalization error, i.e. the generalization error for
Gibbs-learning gives the probability that two couplings chosen at random from the
version space, namely teacher and student, disagree on this new example. We have
hence =2P(1 − P). On the other hand, we may interpret the new example as the
next member of an enlarged training set. Then, the information gain
OI() = −P log2 P − (1− P) log2(1− P); (26)
quanti$es the amount of information about the teacher conveyed by this example. From
the inequality
2P(1− P)6 12 (−P log2 P − (1− P) log2(1− P)); (27)
we $nd that the typical generalization error is less or equal to half of the average infor-
mation gain at training set size . Summing up all these inequalities with 0¡p¡dVC
we $nd that the cumulative Gibbs error
1
dVC
dVC∑
p=1
 ∼
∫ 
0
d′(′) (28)
is bounded by the total information gain. However the latter is in turn bounded by
log2 (dVC) corresponding to the case that all the (dVC) possible classi$cations are
equally probable. Now from (9) it follows that for ¿1 the logarithm of the growth
function behaves like log2 (dVC)∼ (1+ ln ) which using (28) suggests that ∼ 1=
for large . Using more re$ned techniques [9] one may indeed show rigorously that
the typical generalization error obeys
()6
2

; (29)
asymptotically for large . Note that this bound is rather tight for the spherical percep-
tron where we have ∼ 0:625= as follows from (22) in the limit →∞. Considering
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Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the version space. Upon presentation of a new example, it is divided
into two regions with relative measure P and 1− P.
the cumulative error it is hence possible to bound the typical behaviour using results
from the worst case analysis.
Complementary one may use statistical mechanics to characterize the performance
of the worst student in the version space [5]. This corresponds to a partial worst case
analysis since we do not include the worst possible teacher and the worst possible
distribution of the examples. Instead we will average over the pattern and teacher
distribution as before and therefore characterize what may be called the “typical worst
student”.
The calculation is similar to the one sketched above to determine the generaliza-
tion behaviour of the typical compatible student. There we found that the version
space can be decomposed into slices of constant overlap R with the teacher and that
students with the typical value of R given by the solution of (22) exponentially dom-
inate in number. The worst student, on the other hand, is determined by the small-
est value Rmin of R for which the corresponding slice of the version space is still
not empty. Identifying this slice in the calculation one obtains the following equation
determining Rmin
1− R2min =


(arccosRmin − Rmin
√
1− R2min): (30)
The numerical solution of this equation is shown in Fig. 8. It reIects the expected
behaviour Rmin(=0)=−1 and Rmin→ 1 for →∞.
In the inset of Fig. 8, we also show the resulting dependence of the generaliza-
tion error of the worst student ws()= arccos(Rmin())=, together with the result
() for the typical student following from (22) and the threshold VC() predicted
by the VC bound cf. (14). For all  we have 6ws6VC as it should be. For
large  one $nds from (30) that ws∼ 3=(2) to be compared with VC∼ ln = and
∼ 0:625=.
We conclude that for a perceptron trained by a teacher perceptron the VC bound
overestimates the worst-case performance by a factor ln  for large . In fact the “typical
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Fig. 8. Overlap Rmin of the worst student in the version space as a function of the training set size . The
inset shows the generalization error of the worst student in the version space (full) together with that of the
typical one (dotted) and the upper bound VC resulting from the VC theorem.
worst-case performance” of a student in the version space has the same asymptotic 1=
decay of the generalization error as the typical student, albeit with a somewhat larger
prefactor. One might hence speculate that in learnable situations the worst case bound
of the VC theorem is often over-pessimistic.
There are several other attempts to narrow the gap between statistical mechanics
and statistics results on learning from examples. Besides the two approaches discussed
above it is in particular interesting to use techniques of statistical mechanics which
do not require the mathematically still somewhat dubious replica method. Work along
these lines may be found e.g. in [18].
7. The complexity of learning
The analysis of the learning abilities of arti$cial neural networks presented in
Section 5 rests on the calculation of the typical version space volume. At the be-
ginning of training it is large while decreasing with growing training set size. This
description of learning from examples gives no hints at all on how to actually 7nd
a suitable student vector in a concrete problem. The construction and implementation
of suitable learning algorithms is therefore one of the decisive problems to be solved
when using neural networks in practical applications.
For the spherical perceptron powerful learning prescriptions exist. We $rst note that
Gibbs learning is rather awkward for applications. It is both simpler and more e9cient
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to consider what is called the maximally stable perceptron de$ned by the coupling
vector JMS with the largest minimal con$dence in its classi$cations, i.e. ful$lling
min

1√
N
JMS^T = maxJ min
1√
N
J^T ; (31)
where T =sgn(T^) is the classi$cation of example ^ by the teacher. This coupling
vector is of course always an element of the version space, moreover since its minimal
distance from the boundaries of the version space is as large as possible we may
expect it to generalize even better than the typical student described by the Gibbs
rule. This is indeed con$rmed by an explicit analysis [19]. On the other hand the
construction of JMS may be mapped on a standard problem of convex optimization
with linear constraints and the powerful algorithms available for these problems may
be implemented. The resulting learning algorithm called the adatron rule [1] provides
a quick and robust solution for learning problems with spherical perceptrons.
However, the main disadvantage of the spherical perceptron is that its continuous
couplings have to be $xed in principle with arbitrary accuracy. In fact the slow asymp-
totic decay ∼ 1= of the generalization error demonstrates that the tiny improvements
at later stages of the learning process are still decisive. In this respect the Ising per-
ceptron looks much more attractive. The couplings are binary variables and the dis-
continuous transition to perfect generalization occurs for rather small training set size.
Unfortunately the learning problem for the Ising perceptron may no longer be mapped
to a simple optimization task. In fact it has been shown that $nding an Ising cou-
pling vector J reproducing all p= N classi$cations of a teacher Ising vector T is
an NP-complete problem of algorithmic complexity [22]. Although this statement only
characterizes the worst case numerical experience [11] suggests that also the typical
learning situation is computationally hard. This di9culty in learning is related to the
presence of discrete degrees of freedom and occurs in a similar way for other systems
with discrete adaptable parameters. Most notably the situation is analogous for multi-
layer neural networks, the “workhorses in practical applications” in which the internal
representations of the inputs in the hidden layers are such discrete variables even if
the couplings itself are continuous.
All this is clearly bad news for those who were hoping for quick and universal
learning algorithms. On the other hand, it hints at two attractive directions for further
investigations. On the one hand, the tricks and techniques that were so successful in
developing heuristic algorithms for the approximate solution of NP-complete problems
should be used for the design of e9cient learning algorithms for multilayer neutral
networks. With a still increasing number of applications of neural nets in research,
engineering and medicine there is growing demand for well functioning learning pre-
scriptions. On the other hand, learning in the Ising perceptron and related systems with
discrete degrees of freedom may constitute interesting test systems for the character-
ization of NP-completeness in computer science and statistical mechanics. The main
advantage of the learning problem is that it is within statistical mechanics correctly
described by the replica symmetric theory and it may therefore be characterized in
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Fig. 9. Non-monotonous activation function of the reversed wedge perceptron. There are two types of inputs
that realize positive output, those with post-synaptic potentials larger than ! (internal representation “+”)
and those with post-synaptic potentials between −! and zero (internal representation “–”).
great quantitative detail [8, 24]. Other NP-complete problems that have been used to
establish contacts between computer science and statistical mechanics as, e.g. the trav-
elling salesman problem [14] or the satis$ability problem [16, 17] are more di9cult
to analyse. In particular the latter involves extremely complicated structures in their
replica treatment which makes the quantitative comparison with other results rather
demanding.
As a very intriguing example we $nally discuss the Ising reversed wedge perceptron.
It classi$es inputs ^ according to their projection on the coupling vector J just as
the usual perceptron, however the simple sgn-function between local $eld and output
is replaced by
 = sgn(("− !)"("+ !)): (32)
The most remarkable feature of this activation function is that it is non-monotonous, see
Fig. 9. As a result inputs that are classi$ed by =+1 may have either post-synaptic
potentials larger than ! or in the interval (−!; 0) and a similar ambiguity holds, of
course, for inputs classi$ed as −1. The state of the reversed wedge perceptron is
hence characterized by an additional discrete degree of freedom specifying the internal
realization of the classi$cation. As a consequence, two reversed wedge perceptrons
of the same kind, i.e. with the same parameter !, may give the same output for all
examples of a certain set but nevertheless diCer in the internal organization of the
classi$cations.
For the case of Ising couplings Ji =±1 and the special wedge size !=
√
2 ln 2 the
reversed wedge perceptron shows a very remarkable behaviour when learning from
examples labeled by a teacher of exactly the same structure. The generalization error
is then given by
 =
{ 1
2 for  ¡ 1;
0 for  ¿ 1;
(33)
implying that there is no learning at all for ¡1 followed by a discontinuous tran-
sition to perfect learning for ¿1. Note that exactly N bits are necessary to specify
the teacher couplings. The Ising reversed wedge perceptron with !=
√
2 ln 2 therefore
saturates two information theoretic bounds. It may store up to N random input–output
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mappings which is the maximum that can be achieved with a device speci$ed by N
bits and it is able to infer the teacher couplings after having seen N teacher outputs
for random inputs, which is the minimum number of bits necessary to pin down the
teacher. Remarkably these results may be obtained within the annealed approxima-
tion as discussed in the $rst part of Section 5, i.e. without recourse to the replica
trick [2]. Nevertheless, the problem of explicitly constructing the couplings of the stu-
dent is of the same complexity as for the Ising perceptron. The Ising reversed wedge
perceptron may therefore serve as an example in which NP-completeness is combined
with a rather simple statistical mechanics analysis, rather similar to the number parti-
tioning problem discussed in [13].
8. Conclusion
Learning in arti$cial neural networks shows several interesting connections with the
theory of algorithmic complexity. Even simple setups of learning from examples may
already give rise to NP-complete learning problems. In the last ten years the typical
properties of several basic learning scenarios have been characterized in great analytical
detail by using methods of statistical mechanics [6]. The characterization within statis-
tical mechanics is often more transparent than for other NP-complete problems since
realizable learning problems are generally correctly described using the replica sym-
metric ansatz for the order parameters. Some non-trivial results may even be obtained
without using the replica method at all. It may hence well be possible that a quantitative
comparison between the approaches of complexity theory and statistical mechanics to
NP-completeness may be most easily accomplished by considering learning problems
for neural network models. Moreover the expertise in the computer science community
on the construction of heuristic algorithms for hard optimization and decision problems
should be used to devise e9cient learning algorithms for practically relevant learning
problems for neural networks.
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